
  The Adventures of...

This month our friends go to the 
biggest sportng event in the world!

Can you find the words?
Cap     Cino     Coach

Trophy    Jumping
Olympic   Games

Golf    Discus
Badminton

WORDSEARCH

LITTLE PERSON'S MENU 
           including CAWSTON PRESS fruit juice

BATTERED FISH FINGERS with PEAS

MINI HOT DOG

VEGAN BACON & CHICKEN HOT ROLL (V)

All served with a choice of FRIES or SUMMER SLAW
--------------

ICE CREAM (2 scoops) with CHOCOLATE SAUCE   (£2.50)
(G*= Gluten Free  / V*= Vegetarian)     
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Cap     and     Cino

£6

Cap and Cino live in a rather splendid cafe
called 'Coates House' where they help

out with the washing up and every now
and again fnd themselves in the middle

of some quite amazing adventures...

The summer was well underway and following
their enjoyment of the Euros and England

narrowly losing in the fnal, our friends were
looking for more opportunites to get outdoors

and have fun! Simon suggested that they might like to try playing some
sports – he was very keen on rugby but Cap and Cino found it a bit too

muddy for their liking.  Afer having a go at badminton, golf and throwing
the discus, they eventually found that they both really enjoyed running...

and were VERY good at it!  Cap excelled at sprintng, which is running very
quickly over 100 or 200 meters. Sometmes having to jump over hurdles

(and everybody knows that cats are quite skilful at jumping).  On the other
hand, Cino turned out to be especially talented at long distance events, like

800 meters and even 1500 meters.  And you don't have to do any jumping
for those (everyone knows that dogs DON'T like jumping)!

Soon, Cap and Cino began to catch the atenton of some local athletc
coaches and before long, they were competng against the best runners in

town.  More tme went by and the friends were seemingly in the
newspapers every week, pictured holding a trophy or two for races they

had won!  Jim, the head of the local Running Club suggested they were even
fast enough to enter the Olympic Games – and only the very top runners got

to do that.  Before long, Cap and Cino found themselves standing on the
startng line of the 400 meters fnal, at the 2020 Olympic Games in Tokyo,

Japan!  They couldn't believe it was true!  The starter's gun went 'bang' and
the race exploded into life.  400 meters is one lap of the running track and

quickly the friends zoomed into the lead.  There was a partcularly fast
runner from Finland but in the end they managed to stay ahead of him and

amazingly they crossed the line together in frst place!  
Please visit us again very soon for more fun stories with Cap and Cino...
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